
Nat’s “Description Acceptable” Film Packet

1. Description Acceptable. One of the most well known assets of Phil Tippett, noted visual effects supervisor, are the
pieces of this game, which were individually sculpted and animated using stop motion techniques. This game is played
on a circular table with alternating black and silver tiles. One move in this game involves a small piece hopping over to
confront a larger piece, and the larger piece lifting it up and throwing it violently onto the board. While it’s difficult to
tell in earlier versions of the scene, the most recent version makes it clear that the pieces are actually holograms.  After
one player of this game is warned that his opponent might rip his arms off if he loses, he suggests a new strategy, to “Let
the Wookie Win.” For ten points, what game is played by R2D2, C3PO, and Chewbacca on the Millennium Falcon?
ANSWER: The Stop-Motion Holographic Chess (Dejarik) game in Star Wars 1977, holochess, game table on the
Millenium Falcon

2. Description Acceptable. This scene is a callback to the very first scene of the film in which it takes place. The fallout of
“Project Mayhem” plays out in this scene, where two characters watch multiple buildings explode and collapse from an
office window. One character turns to the other in this scene and says, “You’ve met me at a very strange time in my
life.” The outro music of this scene is “Where is my Mind?” by the Pixies. The scene preceding this one involves a
character shooting himself in the face while attempting to fight off Tyler Durden . For 10 Points, what scene features
Edward Norton as “The Narrator” and Helena Bonham Carter as his lover, Marla? ANSWER: The Final Scene of Fight
Club

3. Description Acceptable. This action is performed by Sam Neill’s character Dr. Weir in Event Horizon to explain his
Gravity Drive. A similar action is performed in a deleted scene from A Wrinkle in Time using an ant and a piece of
string. In Thor: Love and Thunder, Doctor Jane Foster performs this action while in the hospital, but tells the recipient
of this action to watch movies that do it better. David Gyasi’s character Dr. Romily performs this action in the film
Interstellar when they arrive at a large spherical anomaly in space. For ten points, what action is done to explain
einstein rosen bridges,  wormholes, and other methods of instantaneous space travel? ANSWER: The “Poking a hole
through the folded paper and then unfolding the paper to show how folding the fabric of space time instantly connects
points A and B in space” or similar.

4. Description Acceptable. While it is not in every released cut, this speech is in the definitive “final” cut of the film in
which it takes place. Despite its eloquence, the character giving this speech is four years old, and dies almost
immediately after. Leading up to this speech, parts of the speaker’s body start to lock up, and he has to break his own
fingers to keep them moving. Unusually, this speech was written by the actor who performed it, Rutger Hauer. The
opening lines of this speech are, “I've seen things you people wouldn't believe…” This speech concludes a confrontation
between Batty, an Android, and Deckard, a police officer.  For ten points, what speech at the end of a Ridley Scott Film
is on a rooftop to a character played by Harrison Ford? ANSWER: The “Tears in the rain” monologue from Blade
Runner

5. Description Acceptable. In the film What Happened to Monday, Actor Noomi Rapace performs this task. In The Social
Network, Armie Hammer performs this task. Liam Neeson performed this task in The Lego Movie. Tom Hardy
performed this task in the film Venom and Woody Harrelson performed this task in Venom: Let there be Carnage. In a
surprise twist in Glass Onion: A Knives Out Mystery, Actor Janelle Monáe performs this task. An absurd conspiracy
theory suggests that Lindsay Lohan did not perform this task in Parent Trap. Nicholas Cage performs this task in the
film Adaptation, Daniel Radcliffe briefly performs this task in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, Part 1. For ten
points, what task is usually accomplished with a split screen, body doubles, and VFX? ANSWER: One Actor plays two
or more roles

6. Description Acceptable. This scene from a 2022 film is done in one long take with no cuts, implying that the actor who
performs it did all of their own genuine snot crying. During this scene, one character confesses to multiple murders and
becomes convinced that her younger, blonder sister-in-law was chosen for a part in a dance troupe that she desperately
wanted, because the casting directors of the dance troupe wanted someone with “X factor.”  In the following scene, she
kills that sister-in-law with an ax, chops up her body, and feeds it to her alligator. The lines of this scene are addressed to



the speaker’s husband Howard, who is not there but arrives at the very end of the film. This scene is perhaps only
outdone by the final shot of this film, which is one long held shot on the title character who smiles wide and unblinking
until she begins crying silently as the credits roll. For 10 points, what scene leads up to the climax of the 2022 prequel to
“X”? ANSWER: The monologue from Pearl by Mia Goth

7. Description Acceptable. This sequence is preceded by one character declaring, “I’m a catholic whore,, currently
enjoying congress out of wedlock with my black, Jewish boyfriend.” This sequence is set to “Free Bird” by Lynyrd
Skynyrd, but only the last five minutes of the song with the intense guitar riff. While it is not one take, this sequence
contains multiple very long shaky cam takes intercut by reactions from Eggsy and Sofia Boutella’s character Gazelle.
The intense violence in this sequence is brought upon by a signal from SIM cards designed by Samuel L. Jackson’s
character, Valentine. For 10 points, what sequence does Colin Firth’s character Harry Hart walk out of unscathed, while
everyone else is killed? ANSWER: The Church scene massacre in Kingsman

8. Description Acceptable. This fact is foreshadowed when the main villain appears to only walk or crawl backwards. This
fact explains why the protagonist continues to wither away over the course of the film. The main exposition for this fact
is communicated through videotapes of the protagonist’s younger self, played by Mckenna Grace. This fact reveals that
the main villain is not a demon or a ghost, and that surprise twist is aided by the fact that the director is mainly known
for supernatural horror films like Insidious and The Conjuring, although the body horror was something of a return to
form as they wrote the first Saw film. For 10 points, what fact is revealed about the main character and the main villain
in the James Wan directed film, Malignant? ANSWER: Madison and Gabriel are the same person, madison has a
parasitic twin

9. Description Acceptable. The three times this accident occurs, the victim of this accident says, “I don’t believe it.” This
accident happens during a commercial with a logo, on a magazine cover with a barcode, and on a college ID, simply
due to poor framing. Despite others’  concern for him, this accident never fazes its main victim, who is thrilled to be
“On TV,” “On the cover of a magazine,” and “Officially a college student.” Two instances of this accident could be
blamed on its victim’s larger, fluffier, blue and purple best friend, who is significantly more famous. For 10 points, what
running joke involves a certain small, green, one-eyed Monster’s Inc. Character? ANSWER: The fact that Mike
Wasowski’s face is covered up in all those photos

10. Description Acceptable. One film with this quality centers around an obsessive Jazz Drummer played by Miles Teller
and his verbally abusive conductor played by J.K. Simmons. Another film with this quality follows a law enforcement
officer who goes undercover at the KKK, but only by phone. One film with this quality reveals that a family has been
implanting their consciousness into the bodies of the friends and boyfriends brought home by their daughter Rose. Kate
Winslet plays a character on trial for Nazi War crimes in a film with this quality. If it ever exists, the Five Nights at
Freddy's movie will likely have this quality. For 10 points, what company produced films such as Blakkklansman, Get
Out, The Reader, and Whiplash, as well as Truth Or Dare, Fantasy Island, and Happy Death Day? ANSWER:
Produced by Blumhouse Movies. (Yeah, I know, this one is mean).

11. Description Acceptable. This scene is preceded by a character passed out drunk next to an unfinished steak. After
killing a character with a bowling ball, this scene ends fittingly with that character declaring, “I’m finished!”. In this
scene, to explain that once oil rich land is no longer valuable, one character aggressively tells another, “I Drink your
MILKSHAKE.” While it does not take place in this scene, perhaps the more well known line of the same film is, “I’ve
abandoned my child!” For 10 points, what scene with Daniel Day Lewis as Daniel and Paul Dano as Paul concludes a
Paul Thomas Anderson Film about a silver miner turned Oil Prospector? ANSWER: The bowling alley fight scene in
There will be blood, final scene of There will be Blood.

12. Description Acceptable. The majority of the film Atomic Blond has this quality, except for the final scene where the
protagonist is no longer blond. The Imitation Game has this quality, and uses it to justify sequences of narration. In both
Atomic Blond and The Imitation Game, this quality is delivered through an interrogation. In the Heart of the Sea has this
quality, which is why the same character is played by Brendan Gleeson and Tom Holland at different points in his life.
One of the plot twists in Arrival is that the film (sort of) has this quality. For 10 Points, what quality of certain movies is



a form of nonlinear storytelling that guarantees that the protagonist did not die over the course of the film, as they have
lived to tell the tale? ANSWER: Movies told in Flashback (The Imitation Game, Arrival, In the Heart of the Sea,
Atomic Blond)

13. Description Acceptable. One clue that foreshadows this reveal is the fact that the main character never lights his own
cigarettes. Another clue is the fact that the officers who are supposed to be investigating a missing patient are sitting on
the rocks doing nothing. During this reveal, the main character also learns that his partner, played by Mark Ruffalo, is
actually a doctor at the institution they are investigating. Even after the main character is made aware of this reveal, he
acts like he is ignorant of it at the end of the film, and asks, “Which would be worse: To live as a monster, or to die as a
good man?” As he is taken for a lobotomy. For 10 points, what is revealed to Leonardo Decaprio’s character in a Martin
Scorcese film about a mental institution? ANSWER: The plot twist from Shutter Island, that Leonardo decaprio’s
character was in fact a patient named Teddy Daniels is actually Andrew (If anyone says Goncharov they get neg 20)

14. Description Acceptable. By counting the number of riders on screen and subtracting the number of survivors, it is
revealed that this event killed over 1000 people. Immediately after this event was initiated, one character is critically
injured, and in receiving medical attention, has their primary secret revealed. Following this event, the survivors claw
their way to the surface like zombies. An accomplice to this event is a small dragon named Mushu, who is used to light
a fuse. This event takes place in a mountain pass. For 10 points, what event, perpetrated against Shan-Yu’s army,
represents one of the highest kill counts of any Disney Princess? ANSWER: The Avalanche scene in Mulan where she
fires a cannon

15. Description Acceptable. One film with this quality follows a group of women on a diving trip who encounter a large,
blind shark in an underwater cave. Another film with this quality stars Chadwick Boseman, who is somehow able to
shut down every way in and out of Manhattan for a single night. A different film with this quality, also starring
Chadwick Boseman, tells the story of the first African American player in Major League Baseball. “Failure is not an
option” is said by Ed Harris in a film with this quality. A film with this quality follows Lance Corporal Schofield  as he
attempts to deliver a message to stop an assault over what appears to be one very, very long take. For 10 points, what is
the common element in the titles of “47 Meters Down: Uncaged, 21 Bridges, 42, Apollo 13, and 1917? ANSWER:
There’s a number in the title (47 Meters Down: Uncaged, Apollo 13, 42: The Jackie Robinson Story, 1917, 21 Bridges)

16. Description Acceptable. One character suffers this fate after using a machine he invented for teleportation. Another
character is threatened with this fate if they cannot find a romantic partner in a dystopian future. In Spirited Away,
Chihiros parents suffer this fate after eating the food in what they believe is an abandoned theme park. One character
who suffers this fate is able to temporarily reverse it by thinking of their friends. When that character’s mother suffers
the same fate, she destroys a stadium and interrupts a concert by the boy band 4*Town. Two characters who suffer this
fate are able to reverse it during their first kiss as a married couple, a marriage which took place in the Louisiana Bayou.
For 10 points, the title of “The Lobster,” “The Princess and the Frog,” and “Turning Red” refers to what fate?
ANSWER: People Turning into Animals (In the Fly, in The Lobster, in In the Princess and the Frog, in Turning Red)

17. Description Acceptable. In the 2012 Remake of the Dredd films, Judge Dredd, played by Karl Urban, has this trait. The
character of V in V for vendetta also has this Trait, which could be attributed to the significant burns they suffered years
prior. The Storm Troopers had this Trait until a character with the designation FN-2187 became the first on screen to
break that trend. While he does not have this trait in the Paramount+ series, the character of Masterchief was known for
having this trait in their video game appearances. For 10 points, aside from a few significant moments, what is the
defining trait of characters like The Mandalorian? ANSWER: Characters who never take off their helmets/masks. (The
Storm Troopers, Judge Dredd, the Mandalorian, V in V for vendetta, Mastercheif from Halo)

18. Description Acceptable. In The Many Saints of Newark, one character performs this action into a baby carriage, much to
the concern of the audience. One character who is trying to stop doing this action is told by a Robin Williams played
character that “You’re either [someone who does this action] or [someone who does NOT do this action]. Find out
which one you are, and be that.” That film is Dead Again. The character Logan, also known as wolverine, often
performs this action, but is scolded for doing so in Cerebro by Professor X. One character who iconically performs this



action is given a second chance at life when the cancerous tissue in his lungs is removed by Satan, and he switches to
chewing gum. For 10 points, John Constantine is known for what unhealthy action, often romanticized in film noir?
ANSWER: Smoking

19. Description Acceptable. In one sub-par Ryan Reynolds film, his character, along with Jeff Bridges, has this quality,
which enables them to hunt monsters plaguing the human race. In The Descent’s American Ending, after the character
Sarah climbs out of the Cave and makes it to her car, she is confronted by another character with this quality. Because
he has this quality, Jack Skelington claims he can “Take off his head and recite Shakespearean quotations.” In an M.
Night Shyamalan film, a child therapist played by Bruce Willis does not know he has this quality until near the end of
the film. For 10 points, what kind of people does the boy played by Haley Joel Osment “see” in Sixth Sense?
ANSWER: Dead (RIPD, Sixth Sense, Jack Skelington, Final Destination, The Descent. )

20. Description Acceptable. Strangely, Anthony Hopkins, of all people, performs this action while giving a pep talk to a
character played by Tom Cruise in Mission Impossible II. In one film, the characters do this action during a murder
mystery game at a hurricane party. In another Film, a character does this action while loading a shot gun in a barrack’s
bathroom before murdering his drill sergeant. When explaining the three parts of any magic act, a character played by
Michael Caine does this action in a Christopher Nolan film. In the opening number of a Rodgers and Hammerstein
musical, Maria, played by Julie Andrews, performs this action. When explaining the gears on his van to his younger
brother, a character played by Chris Pratt in a Pixar movie performs this action. For 10 points, what specific line is said
by a characters that people often mock by saying “Roll Credits?” ANSWER: They say the title of the movie (Full Metal
Jacket, Bodies Bodies Bodies, The Prestige, The sound of music, Onward, Mission Impossible)


